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Abstract

Social TV is basically when social media is combined with TV shows.
Second Screen refer to screens, such as smartphones, that is being used
alongside the TV, or first screen. Surveys show that about 80% of TV
viewers in the age of 18 to 24 use a second screen. This thesis covers
what social TV and second screens are, and presents some of the im-
plementations that is on the market today along with techniques used to
implement them.

There are many different solutions for how users can discover and con-
nect to second screen content for specific shows. Some of these different
ways are described, and a new unified way of discovering and connect-
ing to second screen content is proposed. A prototype implementation
of the proposal is also described.
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1 Introduction

Social TV is, basically, when social networks are combined with TV broadcasts. This
enables the audience to communicate with each other and sometimes interact with the TV
show as well. Social TV is a fairly new phenomena and in 2010 it was on MIT’s list of
breakthrough technologies [1]. Second screen refers to the use of a companion device such
as a mobile phone or tablet while watching TV. The NAB show, which is a conference for
broadcasters in USA, had a whole day devoted to second screen in April 2013, which they
called second screen Sunday [2]. Surveys show that it is very common for people to use a
second screen while watching TV [3, 4]. Table 1 shows examples of what a first screen and
second screen can be. A popular use case for second screen applications is to combine extra
information about the current show with social media such as Facebook and Twitter.

Table 1 Common first and second screen devices.

First screen TV set

Second screen Smart phone Digital tablet Laptop

This thesis describes social TV and second screen in detail, from an overview of existing
implementations on the market to which protocols and techniques they use. The motivation
for why social TV and second screens is of interest for both the providers and the audience.
The thesis also presents a new way to make second screen content available to users. By
putting the effort of connecting to the second screen content on the first screen instead of
the user. The ultimate goal being to unify the way users discover second screen content.

While researching second screen implementations, I found that there is no direct connection
between second screen content and the first screen, which can make it hard for users to find
the second screen content for a specific show. The prototype developed during the work
on the thesis suggests a way to solve this problem. The upper part of Figure 1 shows an
overview of how second screen content is obtained by the user today, and as the figure shows
there are several different ways of doing this. Different providers use different techniques
which can make it confusing for a user. The bottom part of Figure 1 shows the new approach
that is proposed in this thesis, a unified way for the user to get second screen content.

This was done as a literature study on what exists on the market and what others have
researched in the field. To get familiar with what is on the market in terms of social TV and
second screen implementations, second screen applications have been tested to see what
they offer the user. The applications that was tested were examined by inspecting their
traffic using either Google Chrome’s development tools or WireShark. Some developers
provide technical information about how their products function, and in these cases these
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Figure 1: On the top half of the figure five different ways of discovering second screen
content today are illustrated. All those ways can be replaced, or used along with,
my prototype which is illustrated in the lower half of the figure.

have been used as sources.

1.1 Goals and Purpose

The first goal of this thesis is to make an overview of what social TV and second screen is,
and how it is implemented in applications today. Related to this goal is finding out what the
motivation to develop for social TV and for second screens is, and why users want social
TV and second screens.

The next goal is to implement a prototype that focuses on improving the way that users can
find and connect to second screen content.

The purpose of this thesis is to give the reader good insight in what social TV and second
screen is, why they are buzzwords and which underlying techniques are used to implement
second screen applications. Furthermore, the reader will be presented a new way to discover
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second screen content through the first screen. With the suggested approach second screen
content can be obtained through the first screen in a unified way. All providers would expose
the second screen content in a similar fashion, making it easier for users to find it.

1.2 Thesis Outline

The thesis report is organized as follows.

Chapter 2: Social TV and Second Screens
Covers the motivation for why users and the industry take interest in social TV and
in second screens. Psychological aspects of what motivates people to use social TV
are also accounted for.

Chapter 3: Exploring Commercial Social TV and Second Screen Implementations
Presents a subset of social TV and second screen implementations that is out on the
market today.

Chapter 4: Techniques Used to Realize Social TV and Second Screen Implementations
Describes some common techniques for discovery and communication between the
first and second screen.

Chapter 5: Proposal of a New Way to Distribute Second Screen Content
Describes the development of a prototype that aims to simplify the process of obtain-
ing second screen content for the user.

Chapter 6: Conclusions and Further Work
Discusses the work on the thesis and conclusions from the overview of the market
and the implemented prototype. Suggestions for further work is also presented in this
chapter, both in the field as a whole and for the prototype described in Section 5.
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2 Social TV and Second Screens

Social TV is a fairly new phenomena and in 2010 it was on MIT’s list of breakthrough
technologies [1]. Second screen is a followup to, for instance, accommodate the use of
social TV via digital tablets and smartphones. The NAB show, which is a conference for
broadcasters in USA, had a whole day devoted to second screen in April 2013, which they
called second screen Sunday. As of May 2013 a search on Google for “second screen”
gives about 2.7 million results and a search for “social TV” about 4.87 million results. This
suggests that social TV and second screen are both popular topics.

Section 2.1 covers background information about social TV, such as how it started and
psychological aspects. Section 2.2 covers background information about second screens,
such as, how the market came about and how people use second screens.

2.1 Social TV

Watching TV used to be a social activity when family and friends gathered in front of the
TV to watch together. This is no longer the case in general when many homes have more
than one TV, sometimes even one TV for each member in the family.

Socializing about the content of TV shows the day after with friends and colleagues, called
the water cooler effect [5, 6], used to be a common phenomena. With hundreds of channels
and shows to choose from, both scheduled on TV and internet streams, it is not as easy to
find people to talk to about the shows one is watching nowadays. In the early years of the
TV with only a few channels and programs to watch there was clearly a greater chance of
people watching the same shows, and people could more easily engage in water cooler talk
about TV shows.

In recent years with online social network communities such as Twitter and Facebook the
so-called water cooler talk starts directly online when the show is aired. In fact, the talk
about a show starts before the show has been aired, called anticipation. Then there is often
chatting going on while the show airs and finally there is usually talk after the show, called
show buzz. There exist companies that specialize in analyzing and selling information about
this social media talk about shows.

Trendrr, Bluefin Labs and SocialGuideIntelligence are companies that specialize in analyz-
ing social data collected from social networks, such as Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn, in
real-time. They process and leverage the social data around television, media, and brands,
as a service for companies to monitor their products.

As an example of how broadcasters can benefit from this is that they can get detailed in-
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formation about their audience. Trendrr offers what they call a dashboard that shows an
overview the social media activity about the show. The overview includes total volume of
social activity, which social network that was used, gender of the users posting comments,
etcetera. In Figure 2 an example dashboard is shown.

Figure 2: The Trendrr Enterprise Dashboard showing information about social media ac-
tivity for the TV show Fringe.

Human motivation for social TV

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is a widely accepted way of describing the motivation for
human behavior, see Figure 3. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs consists of the following tiers
in the hierarchy [7]:

1. Physiological needs include hunger, thirst, sleepiness and breathing.

2. Safety is the need of being and feeling safe. It includes security of family, property
and employment as well as physical safety,

3. Love, affection and belonging are the need for friends, a sweetheart, or a family and
children.

4. Esteem is the need for a stable, firmly based, high evaluation of oneself, for self-
respect, or self-esteem, and for esteem of others.

5. Self-actualization means to do what one is fitted for, or meant to do. This can mean
anything from being the ideal parent to painting pictures or making inventions.

Physiological is the most pre-potent need and self-actualization is the least pre-potent need.
Once a need is satisfied another higher need will dominate. And when these in turn are
satisfied, new and even higher needs will emerge and so on.
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At least in the developed world the physiological and safety parts in the hierarchy are met
for most people. This means that people in general want to satisfy the love, esteem and
self-actualization parts of the hierarchy. This is where social TV comes into picture, al-
lowing people to satisfy parts of the needs related to love, esteem and self-actualization by
socializing online around and about TV content.

Figure 3: Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. The most pre-potent needs are at the bottom.

2.2 Second Screen

The second screen is any digital device that is used alongside the first screen and enables
the user to interact with the content on the first screen in some manner. The second screen
is sometimes referred to as a companion device. Most often, these devices are smartphones,
digital tablets or laptops. When an extra screen is used alongside a TV for instance, it can
be called multi-screening [3]. This means that the terms multi-screen and second screen
are closely related. Some second screen applications have emerged from how users multi-
screen. An example of this is applications similar to TV guides that also provides infor-
mation about, for instance, the actors in a show. Multi-screening users would, instead of
using an application resembling a TV guide, search for actors they see in a show. How-
ever, multi-screening is often referred to as using a second screen and there is no definition
commonly agreed upon of what a second screen is. Multi-screen and second screen is used
interchangeably. In this thesis report the term second screen will be used from here on.

People started to use a second screen alongside the TV to look up information about what
they are watching, checking email and visit social network sites etcetera [3]. Typical sit-
uations for when the audience turn to their second screens are when TV programs are not
engaging enough or during commercials [8]. Surveys showing how people were using sec-
ond screens made broadcasters and application developers aware of how their audience was
using second screens. Then they wanted to control these second screens as well as the
first screen. Therefore most second screen applications that exist are built in retrospect to
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capture the second screen audience [9].

Having a second screen application that enables viewers to interact with other viewers,
and possibly the TV show as well, potentially makes viewers more loyal towards a show
or broadcaster. This is something that can greatly benefit show producers and broadcasters.
Another benefit with having second screen applications and social network talk about shows
is that it provides user data. The user data can be collected in real-time and no other viewer
survey has to be done, if there are enough second screen users. User data collected this way
may include age, gender, and much more, depending on what the users expose. Applications
that use social network profiles as identification usually get very rich information about
their users. This may result in targeted commercials and recommendations or shows that
viewers appreciate more since the producers can get real-time feedback on the show content.
Broadcasters and producers will try to use the user data in any way to find new business.
Some things, such as show recommendations, may benefit users. But users should be aware
that, most likely, everything they say and do on their second screens connected to social
networks or other online profiles is probably being watched. The personal information
exposed by users are valuable information to broadcasters and providers. Having access to
this information poses an ethical problem not to abuse the information. It is important not to
invade peoples privacy and not abuse information about viewers. When creating a profile,
users are often prompted to agree on some terms, these terms may involve that their profile
information can be used in any way that the community owner want.

How People Use Second Screens

There are two primary ways in which second screens are used [3];

1. Sequentially, that is when the users move from one device to another to complete a
single goal.

2. Simultaneously, that is when multiple screens are used at the same time.

In [3] it is concluded that;

• TV no longer commands the full attention of its viewers,

• Portable screens allow users to move easily from one device to another,

• Search is the most common task done on a second screen,

• Smartphones are the most common starting point for second screen activities,

• Using a second screen to perform tasks spontaneously gives a sense of accomplish-
ment and resulting in a feeling of “found time”,

• 77% of the time when we are using a TV, we are using another device.

Young people tend to use second screens the most. In ages between 18 to 24, 81% is using
a second screen to multitask [8]. On average 86% of mobile internet users are using their
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mobile devices simultaneously with TV, and for people in the ages between 13 to 24 this
figure is 92% [4]. A quarter of these people are browsing content related to what they are
watching on TV [4]. In Table 2 common mobile internet activities while watching TV are
presented.

Table 2 Common mobile internet activities while watching TV. The Percent column repre-
sents how many of the mobile internet users, who use their second screen while watching
TV, does certain activities [4].

Activity Percent

Using mobile applications 33%

Browsing the internet 37%

Social networking 40%

Texting with friend or family 56%
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3 Exploring Commercial Social TV and Sec-
ond Screen Implementations

This chapter covers the current state of the market in terms of second screen and social TV
solutions. To do this a scan of the market has been done, it covers some of the available
applications and techniques on the market. The goal is not to cover all applications on
the market since there are simply too many applications out there, but to cover common
concepts. The discovered concepts are;

• Referring to Social Media

• Second Screen Applications

– Applications for a Specific Program

– Enhanced TV Guides

– Live Events

– Commercial

• Streaming to a First Screen

• Second Screens and Games

• Streaming

• Hardware

For each group, some of the implementations on the market are described briefly in their
respective sections below.

3.1 Referring to Social Media

One way that social aspects are integrated into TV shows is that the show producers refer
to social networks on the show by, for example, putting a Twitter hashtag on the screen.
By doing this viewers can communicate with each other by using that hashtag. Another
way this affects TV viewing, is that trending hashtags can make people who are looking at
Twitter turn on their TVs [10]. A hashtag that is being used more than others is said to be
trending.

Many TV shows have their own Facebook sites which they mention during their shows.
Shows that are seen on social networks get, in a sense, free promotion as users mention
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them, spreading the words about the show to their friends. Second screen applications for
specific shows often include a quick way to share and comment on the show on social
networks.

3.2 Second Screen Applications

Some of the second screen applications available today are described below. They are
grouped into the following categories:

• Applications for a Specific Program

• Enhanced TV Guides

• Live Events

• Commercial

Applications for a Specific Program

There are a lot of second screen applications that are specific for a certain program on the
market. Some examples of such applications are described below.

Oxygen Connect is a second screen application that is specifically targeted at the audience
of the TV show The Glee Project. They use gamification to make the users come
back to the application and to watch the show. Gamification is the concept of applying
game-design thinking to non-game applications to make them more fun and engaging
[11]. Users earn points if they watch shows and can earn badges if they are loyal
viewers who watch all episodes.

TeamCOCO is an application for the Conan O’Brien show that gives users access to ex-
clusive content synchronized with the show. The application also enables users to
interact with friends and other fans.

På Spåret is a popular Swedish game show. The show invites celebrities to compete in
teams against each other. The basics of the game is to answer questions about geo-
graphic locations. The show offer an application that invites viewers to play along in
real-time with the contestants on the show. It connects users via Facebook and allows
users to play with friends or by themselves.

Enhanced TV Guides

There are many second screen applications that is aiming at enhancing the TV experience
by offering a TV guide that is connected to social networks so that users can interact and
also see which programs are popular. Some of these applications are described below.
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Viggle wants users to check in to shows and movies that they are watching. Checking
in to a show simply means that the user tells the application that it is watching a
specific show. They use gamification to make people stay loyal to their second screen
application. By checking in to shows, movies and watching commercials users earn
points that translates into real goods like t-shirts and gift cards. Real goods like this
can be a great motivator for users [11]. Users can check in to programs and movies by
letting the application listen and recognize, called ACR (see Section 4.1), the material
that is being watched.

Zeebox presents what is on TV for a specific TV distributor. It collects information from
Facebook and Twitter to recommend shows based on popularity in social media. Pro-
vides extra content such as quizzes.

Miso is a second screen application that enables users to create so-called side shows for
TV shows. A side show can contain anything from information about the clothes that
the actors wear to information about the surroundings in the show or just personal
comments to the content.

People logged in to Miso can check-in to television shows and movies to earn points
and badges. Users can “like” programs on social media, comment and rate what they
are watching.

BeyondTV is an application that is much like a TV guide and has links to, for example,
order pizza during half-time in sports or shop for the clothes that appears on the show.
During sport programs statistics about the game can be seen. It also enables users to
use the second screen device as a remote control for the TV if they plug in a remote
adapter to the device.

TvTak uses the camera on a second screen device to recognize what is being watched. This
makes it possible for users to get more information about what they are watching in
real-time, e.g. get a direct link for where to buy a product in a commercial.

Watch with eBay is an application resembling a TV guide that lets users pick a show and
get tips about merchandise related to the show that they can buy on eBay.

Live Events

Making second screen applications for live events is a popular way to promote a brand and
it can be something that enhances the experience of the event for the audience.

NHL PrePlay is an application that enables users to make predictions on NHL games in
real-time. Before the games users can make predictions on the outcome of the game,
and during the game users will be prompted to predict every face-off, power play,
penalty shot and more.

World Cupinion is a social TV experiment that focused on collecting nonverbal opinions
from the audience of sport events in real-time [12]. In particular it focused on soccer
games by implementing an application for Android phones and the web. The applica-
tion was tested live for four weeks during the soccer world cup 2010. The application
has focused on whether it is a good idea to let users post non-verbal opinions about
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games. The non-verbal opinions is presented in a user interface that represent nine
different opinions. Their results indicate that viewers who used the application had
more fun and felt more connected to other viewers.

Commercial

Commercial applications that tries to make the commercial more fun is a way that shop-
ping is encouraged with the use of second screens. Both of the examples below relies on
gamification aspects to make the users stay with their application.

Chevy Game Time is a commercial application from Chevrolet that specifically target the
Super Bowl audience. The application has games and quizzes built in. And Chevrolet
made it clear that by playing along in the application and answering trivia questions
about Chevrolet during the TV commercials, users could win a car. They made users
focus on Chevrolet’s TV commercials by giving each application user a license plate,
and if they spotted their plate in the TV commercial they won the car. This way
Chevrolet made the audience watch both their TV commercial and skip other TV
commercials because they had to engage in the Chevy Game Time application.

Heineken Star Player is an application that allow users to play against their friends while
watching soccer games. The game is to predict what is going to happen in the soccer
games in real-time, and by guessing correct the users get points and badges. An
example is that whenever there is a penalty kick the user can guess the outcome and
win points if the guess was correct, and if the user manages to get multiple guesses
right they can earn a badge.

3.3 Streaming to a First Screen

Some of the available techniques for streaming content to a first screen from a second screen
are described below. AirPlay and Intel Wireless Display, WiDi, can both stream audio and
video content to the first screen from a second screen. DIAL on the other hand does not
involve streaming per se, instead it can launch applications on the first screen.

AirPlay is developed by Apple and is a technique for wireless media streaming that allows
users to send audio and video content to a first screen from a second screen. To use
AirPlay an Apple TV connected to the first screen is required, it can then receive
audio and video content from various iOS and OS X devices. The AirPlay protocol
is proprietary and therefore it is not fully known to the public how it works.

Attempts to reverse engineer AirPlay have been made and what is known is that the
AirPlay protocol is in fact a whole family of protocols, it includes protocols for;
service discovery, sending and receiving audio and video, displaying photos and mir-
roring the second screen to the first screen [13].

AirTight is an implementation of AirPlay that runs on Android. It enables users to
stream music, video and pictures from an Apple device, such as iPhone, iPad, iPod
Touch and iTunes, to a Google TV.
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Intel wireless display or WiDi, is a wireless display standard developed by Intel. The
technique allows users to send audio and video content from a computer to a TV or
monitor. This requires compatible hardware on the computer and a receiver at the
TV/monitor, or a TV/monitor with built in WiDi support. With compatible hardware
users can connect to the TV/monitor wirelessly.

DIAL which stands for DIscover And Launch, is a protocol developed by Netflix and
YouTube with input from Sony and Samsung. It is a protocol that enables a sec-
ond screen to discover and launch applications on a first screen. It consists of a server
part for the first screen and a client part for the second screen.

DIAL is open and free to use for anyone that wants to develop applications that uses
the DIAL protocol. The protocol specification along with code samples can be found
at their official homepage[14].

With DIAL the process of starting an application on a TV consists of two simple
steps; launch the mobile application and then tell the mobile application to play on
the TV.

The DIAL protocol has two components, DIAL Service Discovery and the DIAL
REST Service. The DIAL Service Discovery enables DIAL client devices to discover
DIAL servers on the local network and obtain access to the DIAL REST Service on
the servers. The DIAL REST Service enables a DIAL client to query, launch and if
allowed stop applications on a DIAL Server device [15].

The DIAL Service Discovery is achieved using the UPnP Device Architecture version
1.1 [16]. The DIAL REST Service is accessed using HTTP [17].

3.4 Second Screens and Games

Some focus on using the second screen as a controller or helping device in games. There are
many gaming devices that provides extra information about the game on a second screen.
And there are applications like Chrome Maze that use the second screen as the controller.

Chrome Maze is a web application that uses a device with a browser as first screen and
pairs with a second screen that act as a controller for the first screen. The idea of the
application is to build a maze from any website and let the user guide a ball through
the maze using a second screen as a controller. The controller uses the gyroscope, if
there is one, on the second screen to control the ball through the maze. In addition to
the gyroscope control there are two buttons on the second screen that trigger jumps
and movement of the ball.

Wii U is a game console from Nintendo that has a second screen built into the controller. It
makes it possible for games to show additional content that the user can interact with
through the controller.
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3.5 Streaming

There is a wide range of streaming services on the market, some of them utilize a second
screen to enhance the experience of their streaming service. Many TV channels have a
website from where users can stream their programs nowadays. Some streaming services is
described below.

YouTube can be seen as an on demand TV service on its own and all the streaming content
is provided by users. Users can watch and upload video content via YouTube. Social
aspects of YouTube include that users can comment and converse about the videos
that they watch, and probably the most important, that all video content is provided
by users.

YouTube has a mode that they call YouTube Leanback which presents a more TV
friendly user experience, a ten foot experience, this means that the user interface is
designed to make it user friendly from ten feet. YouTube Leanback also has a feature
that can turn a smartphone or tablet (second screen) into a remote that can control
what is being played in a browser on another device. This means that any big screen
that can display a browser can show YouTube content that is being controlled from a
mobile device.

Rides.tv is a website that streams video content. Rides focuses on storytelling and they
connect the audience to the story by sending second screen content that is synchro-
nized with the video content. The second screen content can be on the form of a
simulated phone call from one of the characters in the video to the viewer and in this
way they want to create dynamic interactions that brings the content to life.

Rides uses one application for all their shows and the second screen content is auto-
matically sent from the first screen if the user is logged in to the rides system with a
second screen. Rides also enables the user to share and comment the shows on social
networks.

SVT Play is the streaming version of all video content from the Swedish public service TV
broadcaster, SVT. SVT Play’s streaming service supports both computers and mobile
devices.

This streaming service offers a remote functionality that pairs a second screen device
to the browser in which the user streams from. The pairing is done using either a QR
code that is scanned or a manually entered pairing code. The second screen can then
be used to browse and start content on the site. It also act as a regular remote with,
pause/play, search, and volume buttons.

There has evolved a third party site that is a mashup of social media and SVT Play.
It rates videos from SVT Play based on how many likes it has on Facebook. It also
shows comments that Facebook users have posted about the video.

Magine is a streaming service that offers the user both live TV and recorded videos to their
smart TVs, digital tablets, smartphones and computers. The service aggregate several
TV channels.

Just like YouTube and SVT Play, Magine provides the functionality to pair a second
screen to use as a remote. The pairing is done either by scanning a QR code or
manually entering a pairing code.
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3.6 Hardware

This section covers some common hardware used to enable second screen solutions.

Companion devices are any digital screen that is used alongside the first screen. Usually
this means that a smartphone, laptop or digital tablet is used while watching TV.

TV set There is a wide range of TV sets on the market. From old TV sets that only can
receive an analog signal to new so-called Smart TVs that is connected to the internet
and can run applications. This is an issue when it comes to distributing second screen
content, since it is hard to propose standards when the conditions vary to such an
extent. Smart TVs can run applications such as web browsers, Netflix and more.

Apple TV (second generation and newer) is a media server device that can be connected to
a TV. It can stream content from online services, iOS devices and Apple computers.
Streaming from online services include applications like Netflix and YouTube for
video streaming, internet radio, and movie rentals via iTunes. Streaming from iOS
devices and Apple computers means that users can send audio and video wirelessly
to the TV. This form of streaming also supports mirroring, i.e. showing the same
content on two screens, the content on the second screen to the TV.

Google TV enables users to access movies and TV episodes on demand, YouTube channels
and applications developed for the Google TV. Smartphones and tablets can be used
as a remote control or to send content to the Google TV. Google TV is powered by
Google’s own operating system Android. The Google TV comes both as a set-top-
box for all kinds of TVs that has a HDMI port, and is also built in to some newer
TVs.
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4 Techniques Used to Realize Social TV and
Second Screen Implementations

In this chapter different techniques that the second screen and social TV solutions found in
Section 3 use will be investigated further. Not all implementations listed in Section 3 will
be covered explicitly, but the different techniques found will be presented.

Focus for which techniques to investigate have been interoperability. Especially how second
screen content is discovered and how communication between a first screen and a second
screen is achieved.

Section 4.1 covers how discovery between a first screen and second screen is achieved.
Section 4.2 covers how communication between screens is achieved.

4.1 Discovery

The goal of this section is to list how first and second screens discover each other, i.e. how
does the content of the first screen refer to and direct the audience to their second screen
content.

DIAL

The part of DIAL that handles discovery is called DIAL Service Discovery [15] and the
protocol is based on the Simple Service Discovery Protocol, SSDP, as defined in UPnP
Device Architecture version 1.1 [16].

The SSDP protocol has a client part and a server part. Clients that want to discover servers
sends an M-SEARCH message over UDP to the IPv4 multicast address 239.255.255.250
on port 1900. If there is any DIAL servers on the same local network they will reply with
a unicast UDP datagram to the sender. When the client has discovered the server it sends a
HTTP GET request to the servers HTTP URL which it should have gotten in a LOCATION
header in the M-SEARCH response. The server will then respond with information about
the services it provide, where to invoke them and a description of the server device in the
body.
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AirPlay

In order to discover compatible devices, AirPlay uses a combination of multicast DNS [18],
mDNS, and DNS-Based Service Discovery [19], DNS-SD, which they have named Bonjour
[13].

In mDNS all devices on the LAN stores a list of DNS resource records and participates in
the multicast group. When a mDNS client wants to resolve the IP address of a device from
its name the client multicasts a request to the mDNS group. The device that has the name
that the client is looking for responds with its IP address.

DNS-SD is used to publish services on the LAN, it can however work on a WAN as well
but it requires some setup and is not typically necessary for the use case of a second screen.
Devices that offers services like AirPlay publishes it on the LAN so that other users on the
LAN can query for services.

When a client wants to connect to an AirPlay device it queries for two services; Remote
Audio Output Protocol, RAOP, and AirPlay. The client will then receive a list of such
devices that is published, choose a device from the list and ask for its IP address for further
communication.

QR Code

Second screen content can be accessed via a QR code presented on the first screen, see
Figure 4a. For the QR code to make any sense the user must have a QR code scanner on the
second screen device. Such scanners can be obtained for free. By following the link that
the QR code holds the user will be directed to the second screen content, see Figure 4b.

Using QR codes makes it easy for users to input long and complicated URLs. This is good
for example when long pairing codes is used to connect two devices. In the case of Google’s
Chrome Maze a QR code is used to direct the user to a URL that pairs the first screen and
second screen. Doing it this way removes the effort of entering pairing codes, the user
simply scans the QR code which is rendered specifically for that pairing session.

Another use case is where the QR code is a link to more content related to a commercial.
The QR code can then be placed on the TV screen like in Figure 4a. However in a 30
second commercial the audience have little time to scan the QR code. The QR code might
be hidden behind TV overlays. If the QR code is small the user has to go up to the TV in
order to scan the QR code. For these reasons QR codes on a TV is not a very good idea
[20].

Website

References to second screen content is often done by putting a URL to the content on the
first screen. Figure 5a shows an example of URLs directly on the TV in order to direct
interested viewers with a second screen to more information about their product, show, or
the like. Many shows have a specific website and it is often mentioned during the show to
promote it. These websites can act as communities for the audience and contain exclusive
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(a) A QR code used on a TV. The QR
code can hold a URL to related con-
tent.

(b) An overview of how QR codes
can be scanned and direct a smart-
phone or tablet to second screen
content. Image courtesy of smarnad
/ FreeDigitalPhotos.net

Figure 4: How QR codes are used to link users to a website or the like.

(a) A TV showing a URL related to the
current show that is on.

(b) A TV showing a hashtag related to
the current show that is on.

Figure 5: Examples of how broadcasts have URLs and hashtags as an overlay.

material, as well as being a direct link between the producers and the audience.

Social Network Reference

Many TV shows reference social network sites to direct viewers to their social network sites
and encourage people to socialize online about the show. Putting a hashtag on the screen to
get a debate going on social networks is one way to draw more attention to the programs.
Figure 5b shows an example of this, in the bottom right corner the producers have put the
hashtag #SocialTV. Another way the discovery of the social network sites, and hashtags,
that is used is by talking about them directly on the show. Creating social network buzz
around the show when it airs can attract new viewers that intercepts the buzz.
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Automatic Content Recognition

Automatic Content Recognition, ACR, is a field in discovering that gives the device, e.g.
smartphone, digital tablet, or smart TV, running it the ability to become “content-aware”
and “know” what is being watched [21]. By knowing what is being watched it is possible
to sync second screen content to it. With ACR both live broadcasting and recorded material
can be recognized.

There exist two ACR technologies that is used commercially today:

• Digital Fingerprinting which means that audio content is being analyzed and com-
pared with a reference database. This method assumes that the content has already
been put in the reference database.

• Digital Audio Watermarking means that a digital tag is inserted on top of the au-
dio/video content. The digital tag consists of an audio signal imperceptible by hu-
mans. The digital tag can then be read and decoded by other devices. The digital
fingerprint can either be put into the content during production or after the produc-
tion.

When the content has been recognized, either with a digital fingerprint or a digital audio
watermark, meta-data about the content can be fetched. With the meta-data, such as channel
ID, program ID, and a time stamp, fetched the device knows enough about the content to
fetch more related information from other sources.

Examples of applications that use ACR include IntoNow, Shazam, ConnecTV and Nielsen
Media-Sync.

Browse or Search Application Store

Many second screen applications are native applications for e.g. Android or iOS. To dis-
cover these applications the user must search on the respective application stores in order
to find and download the application. The application name can be shown as on overlay
on the screen, mentioned in the show, or the like. However it is up to the user to enter the
application store, find the application, and download it. These applications are most often
show specific, so users may end up with one application for each show they like.

4.2 Communication

In this section some of the protocols and techniques used for communication between the
first screen and second screen are described. The second screen does not always commu-
nicate with the first screen directly instead it gets information from a network source. Two
protocols for direct communication between first screen and second screen is AirPlay and
DIAL.

For live events, second screen content is usually pushed to the second screens since there
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are, possibly, a lot of users that want the information, about the live event, at the same time.
Using traditional polling puts unnecessary load on both the servers and network. To avoid
traditional polling, techniques like WebSockets, XMPP and long polling is used.

AirPlay

AirPlay use HTTP [17] as communication protocol between the first screen and second
screen [13]. Two connections are made, one for each direction of communication. The first
one being from the client to the server and the second connection being a reverse HTTP
[22] connection. The reverse HTTP connection is established in the following three steps:

1. The client establishes a TCP connection to the server.

2. The client makes an HTTP request to the server telling it that it wants to engage in
reverse HTTP. The client supplies all identification, authentication and authorization
needed by the server in order to connect to the client. An X-Apple-Session-ID header
with a universally unique identifier as value is used to link the connection to the other
non-reverse connection.

3. The server agrees to enter into reverse HTTP by responding with the HTTP 101 status
code (Switching Protocols) and the Upgrade header with the value “PTTH/1.0” in its
response. Now the original client acts as a server as well. The server can now send
requests to, and get responses, from the client.

With the reverse HTTP connection AirPlay devices can send information such as playback
status to the second screen that is using it. And the second screen can send commands such
as play and pause to the AirPlay device.

DIAL

The DIAL protocol uses a REST service [23] to invoke commands on the first screen from
the second screen. The REST service represents applications on the DIAL server as re-
sources identified by URLs. The create, retrieve, update and delete (CRUD) semantics of
the REST service is summed up in Table 3. To invoke a command on an application an
HTTP request is performed against the URL for that application. The HTTP request is sent
to <DIAL REST service URL>/<Application Name>.

Table 3 The CRUD semantics of the DIAL REST service. All requests are made to <DIAL
REST service URL>/<Application Name>.

Operation HTTP Command Description
Create POST Launch an application on the DIAL server.
Retrieve GET Discover information about the application.
Delete DELETE Stop a running application on the DIAL server.
Update - Not used.
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All application names must be registered in the DIAL registry. At the time of writing (2013-
04-25) there were over 20 companies that had applications registered.

WebSockets

One way for first screens and second screens to communicate is by using WebSockets. The
WebSocket protocol [24] enables two-way communication between a client and a server.
The WebSocket simulates an ordinary TCP socket and can be used in browsers.

The WebSocket protocol has two parts, first there is a handshake to establish the WebSocket
and then there is the data transfer part. The handshake procedure consists of the client
sending an HTTP request asking to upgrade the connection to a WebSocket. The server
then answers with HTTP status code 101 [24], and the connection is then upgraded to a
WebSocket connection.

After a successful handshake, the data transfer part starts. In the data transfer part the client
and server can use the WebSocket as a two-way communication channel and independently
of each other send data over the channel.

One place where WebSockets is used to communicate between a first screen and a second
screen is by the Chrome Maze web application. It allows users to use any screen with a
browser on it as the first screen and a smart phone, or the like, as a second screen controller
device.

XMPP

The Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol [25, 26, 27, 28, 29], XMPP, is a set of open
technologies for instant messaging, presence, multi-party chat, voice and video calls, col-
laboration, lightweight middleware, content syndication, and generalized routing of XML
data [30].

XMPP uses TCP as its standard connection protocol. The XMPP Standards Foundation
developed BOSH [31, 32] to simulate normal TCP connections over HTTP. This enables the
use of XMPP in cases where ordinary TCP connections is not possible, like in a browser.

XMPP is used by, for example, RIDES.tv to send out second screen content in real time that
is synchronized with the program content.

Long Polling

Long polling is used to resemble push, though it is a polling technique. Push is when
information can be sent to clients without them specifically requesting it.

Long polling is a polling technique that minimizes the amount of requests to the server.
Traditional polling asks a server for new information in intervals. If there is no new infor-
mation, the server replies with what it has, even if this means sending an empty response as
reply. While using long polling consists of the following four steps [32]:
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1. The client makes an initial request and then waits for a response.

2. The server defers its response until an update is available or until a particular status
or timeout has occurred.

3. When an update is available, the server sends a complete response to the client.

4. The client typically send a new long poll request, either immediately upon receiving
a response or after a pause to allow an acceptable latency period.

HTTP Streaming

HTTP streaming is a push technique that keeps a request open indefinitely. The request
connection is never closed and the request is never terminated, not even after the server
has pushed data to the client. This technique makes the network latency very low since the
client and server does not have to open and close connections. An HTTP streaming session
is defined by the following four steps [32]:

1. The client makes an initial request and then waits for a response.

2. The server defers the response to a poll request until an update is available, or until a
particular status or timeout has occurred.

3. Whenever an update is available, the server sends it back to the client as a part of the
response.

4. The data sent by the server does not terminate the request or the connection. The
server returns to step 3.
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5 Proposal of a New Way to Distribute Sec-
ond Screen Content

This chapter covers a new way for second screens to discover second screen content, that
was developed as a prototype during the thesis project. Section 5.1 describes the purpose
of the prototype. Section 5.2 covers how the prototype works and what it can do. Section
5.3 presents only what was implemented as a prototype. Finally in Section 5.4 technical
dependencies are discussed.

5.1 The Identified Problem

There exist many different kinds of techniques for users to get second screen content as
described in Section 4.1. This is not a problem per se, but it becomes a problem when
all second screen content providers use different techniques. When there is no uniform
way of discovering second screen content it is hard for users to consume it, and the overall
user experience suffers. Other developers have pointed out similar reasons for why second
screen applications fail to go mainstream [9]. So the problem is that the user experience
of second screen applications is fragmented, with each TV show having their own way of
providing second screen content, the overall user experience of the second screen suffers.

The problem that I focused on solving was to connect the user’s second screen with arbitrary
second screen content related to what the user is watching on his/her TV. I wanted to create
a unified solution that made it easy for users to find and connect to second screen content.

5.2 Architecture Design

This section describes how the prototype was designed and how it can be used. The archi-
tecture design of the solution consists of four main parts, see Figure 6. The four main parts
are;

• the first screen application

• the second screen application

• the registry service which is a light weight registry where second screen content
providers can register

• the second screen content provider.
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Figure 6: Overview of the architecture, it involves three steps to connect a second screen
user to second screen content.

Figure 6 has three numbered arrows, and the arrows represent data being transferred. The
data that is exchanged for each arrow is;

1. The first screen tells the second screen which channel is on at the moment, alterna-
tively the second screen can ask the first screen which channel is on.

2. The second screen asks the registry service where it can find second screen content
for the channel that it got from the first screen in 1. The registry service replies with
a URL.

3. The second screen follows the URL it got from the registry service and is then con-
nected to the second screen content, or alternatively to a location where a second
screen application can be downloaded.

First Screen Application

The first screen application can be used in two different ways;

1. The first screen hosts a service that the second screen can invoke and that way get
information about which channel is currently being watched on the first screen, see
Figure 7a.

2. The first screen can tell the second screen which channel is currently being watched
automatically or when it is triggered via a remote, see Figure 7b.
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(a) Tablet asks TV which channel is
tuned in and then starts second
screen content for that channel.

(b) TV tells tablet which channel is
tuned in and triggers the tablet to
open second screen content for that
channel.

Figure 7: Two different ways in which channel information is sent to a digital tablet from
a TV.

The first screen application is designed so that it supports both telling other devices which
channel is being watched and enabling second screen devices to ask which channel is on.
This is done because it enables the user to choose whether it wants automatic changes on
the second screen when it switches channel on the first screen, or if it wants to choose
specifically when second screen content is wanted.

The choice of only sending channel information, and not a URL or the like, from the first
screen is based on that I wanted to have the different parts of the system loosely coupled
[33]. Some first screens do not have the technical support to host services and automatically
send information to second screens. Users that have such first screens should still be able
to use the service and connect to second screen content via the service. So just sending
channel information from the first screen is something that the user easily can do itself, i.e.
by inputting the information directly to the application.

Second Screen Application

The second screen application can be used in two different ways;

1. The second screen can discover first screens. The second screen user can then request
channel information from the first screen.

2. The second screen can host a service allowing first screens to start the second screen
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content automatically or when invoked by the user in the first screen application.

The second screen application is designed to enable the user either to get second screen
content started from the first screen or by choosing a first screen in the application that it
wishes to get second screen content for. This is done because the second screen user should
have the choice to get only the second screen content specifically asked for. Or if the user
wishes to get second screen content for the channel automatically when browsing channels.

Registry Service

The registry service provides a common platform where second screen content providers
can register that they offer second screen content to certain channels. It is essentially a map,
that maps a channel to an address of where the second screen content can be found. This
allows for at least two different solutions;

1. Only one provider can be registered for each channel;

2. A list of providers can be registered for each channel.

Since the registry is a standalone and loosely coupled service it could easily be expanded to
hold more information. I think the service would be best implemented as a RESTful service
hosted in a cloud environment making it scalable if it would experience a lot of traffic. A
lot of traffic would be expected during big live events for example.

The format of the registry allows the second screen content to be anything from, a simple
website, to more advanced HTML5 applications, or native applications for specific mobile
OS versions. If the content is a website the registry would hold a link to it. If the content
is an HTML5 application or native application the registry would hold a link to where the
application could be downloaded.

Second Screen Content Provider

A second screen content provider could be anyone that creates an application for second
screens. I have identified three different ways of handling the second screen providers
depending on how the registry owner wants to run the business.

1. Let anyone register second screen applications in the registry. This solution opens for
a lot of different second screen content to enter the market, but on the other hand if
there are no restrictions the content might be harmful or offensive.

2. The registry owner could moderate all second screen providers and approve their
applications before they can register. This way at least some of the potentially harmful
and/or offensive applications would not reach the end user.

3. The most restrictive alternative would be that the registry owner only couples each
channel in the registry with one second screen content provider. This allows for
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a business model where the highest bidder would get to provide the second screen
content for a certain channel.

The registry service provides URLs, rather than the second screen content itself, of where
to find second screen content, the provider is therefore free to expose the application any
way they want. The main idea with my prototype is that the second screen user gets easy
access to the second screen content, it does not cover how the second screen content should
be designed.

5.3 Prototype Implementation

The architecture described above in Section 5.2 was implemented as proof of concept. Im-
plementation details for the four main parts is described below along with which tools,
protocols and libraries was used.

First Screen Application

The first screen was implemented as a Java application with a GUI resembling a TV set, see
Figure 8. The application uses the UPnP protocol [16] to discover second screen devices
and communicate channel information. The features of the application include;

• A pretend TV screen that shows which channel is being watched;

• Controls to change the channel,

• A list with discovered UPnP devices. If the user clicks on a device that implements
the associated second screen application a browser is started on the second screen
device. The browser is directed to the second screen content for the channel that is
on the TV screen at the time of the click.

Second Screen Application

The second screen application was implemented as a native Android application. UPnP is
used for discovery of first screen applications and for communication. The application has
two tab views;

1. The first tab (see Figure 9a) lists discovered UPnP devices. When discovered devices
is clicked on, the application tries to retrieve channel information from the UPnP
device. If the clicked device implements the first screen prototype application the
application gets information about which channel is on the first screen at the moment.
The application then looks up where second screen content for the specific channel
can be found in the registry service. A browser is then started at that URL.
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Figure 8: The implemented first screen application that is supposed to resemble a TV set.
Box 1 represents the TV screen, box 2 the controls to switch channel, and box 3
discovered UPnP devices.

2. The second tab (see Figure 9b) starts a service that allows the first screen application
to send information about which channel is on. When the first screen application has
sent channel information, the second screen application looks up the channel in the
service registry and starts a browser at the URL it got from the service registry.

Registry Service

The registry service was implemented as a Java Object that maps channel information to a
URL where second screen content can be found. The object support adding, changing and
deleting entries.

Second Screen Content Provider

The second screen content providers was implemented as websites. When second screen
content is started in the second screen application, a browser is started at the address for the
second screen content showing the provided website.

Tools and Libraries Used

UPnP [16] was chosen to implement the communication between the first and second screen
application. Cling [34] is a UPnP-compatible software stack for Java environments, it was
used for all UPnP communication between the first screen and second screen application.
Cling was chosen because it works on both Android and the Java application that was devel-
oped. In retrospect mDNS/DNS-SD would probably have been a better choice considering
that these protocols are at least informational RFCs since February 2013, which UPnP is
not. SSDP which is the discovery part of UPnP has an outdated and expired IETF internet
draft. A recent report shows that there are many security issues with UPnP and SSDP, such
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(a) In this tab the user can browse for
first screen applications and click on
them to get channel information.

(b) This tab starts a service that allows
first screens to start second screen
content on the second screen device.

Figure 9: The tab views of the implemented android application.

security issues has not been considered in detail during the implementation [35].

Eclipse was used as IDE for both the second screen Android application and the first screen
Java application. The Android application was built on Android API level 14. Other li-
braries used in the prototype implementation include Apache HttpClient version 4.2.5 and
Cling 1.0.5.

5.4 Technical Dependencies

For the whole concept of the prototype to work the user must have a first screen connected
to a wireless LAN, in other words the TV must have a network interface. If the first screen
does not have a network interface the user can still access the second screen content via
the service registry but will then have to enter which channel is being watched. This feature
allowing the user to enter a channel and get second screen content for that channel or browse
for second screen content was not implemented in the prototype. But I find the fact that
browsing and/or manual channel input in the second screen app is important because the
system should not require to much technical gadgets to work, it should be easily accessible.
Sales figures for TVs in Sweden 2012 shows that over the whole year, 50% of the sold TVs
had network capabilities, and towards the end of 2012 this figure was at 75% [36]. These
statistics suggest that more and more people in Sweden can utilize the prototype system as
intended.

I do not see the fact that a wireless LAN is required for the prototype system to function as
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a big problem. Since most second screen content is delivered over the internet, the target
audience for second screen content most likely have internet connection.

TV audience that wants to consume second screen content obviously needs a second screen.
Since the prototype system does not make any assumptions about the end users second
screen, anything from mobile phones and tablets to laptops and desktop computers can be
used as second screen. Which ones of these devices that are supported depends on the
second screen content provider. Solving the issue of supporting all kinds of second screen
devices and platforms is not in the scope of this thesis.

Both an application on the first and second screen is needed to make the prototype system
work. The fact that yet another application is needed to connect users with second screen
content might not seem like a new solution. But the applications for the first and second
screen for this prototype system only focus on collecting second screen content providers
and making it easier for users to discover them.

This prototype system that I describe can only connect users with second screen content for
shows that airs on TV and only at the time of the TV broadcast. It can not sync with recorded
content such as DVDs or online video streams like ACR can do. This dependency suggest
that my prototype solution is best suited for live events. However if ACR functionality was
available to the first screen application allowing it to recognize what is being watched, then
this prototype could be extended to support non-live content as well. The ACR functionality
could run on the first screen and instead of just channel information, more specific program
information could be sent between the first and second screen. If this was done the reg-
istry service would have to be modified to provide second screen information for specific
programs as well.
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6 Conclusions and Further Work

Going in to this thesis project I set out with a goal to make an overview of what social TV
is and what second screen is. I also wanted to make a contribution to the field by proposing
a more unified approach for providing second screen content. I have made an overview,
explaining what social TV and second screen is, how it came about, and motivations for
why it is used and developed for. A scan of the market describing some of the commercial
implementations available has been done, as well as a more technical analysis of which
techniques they use. Finally after having done the overview I found what I believe can be
a contribution to how second screen content is distributed. This contribution was imple-
mented as a prototype to show that it is realizable. But what is important is the architecture
and possibilities with it, which in short is a unified way of how second screen content is
distributed, that it can function on many platforms, and that it can gather many providers in
one place.

6.1 Conclusions

The prototype that I developed have potential to be a great help for users to consume second
screen content. Since the field of second screen applications is so fragmented, the prototype
could make a difference and make the field less fragmented. The biggest issue I see for
taking the prototype out in the world is the fact that the prototype involve a central registry.
Filling the registry with second screen content providers would involve presenting the idea
to a lot of providers and convince them to register their applications. Alternatively the final
product must be so promising that providers do not want to miss out on being a part of it. The
prototype would work best if it was something that all second screen content providers used,
else it would not serve its purpose of unifying the way second screen content is distributed.

6.2 Further Work

One area where there is room for more research, is how to design second screen applica-
tions and social TV solutions. Analyze what users want and find out how much information
is enough in a second screen application, this could involve analyzing cognitive aspects.
Three key features of second screen applications have been identified by [37]; social shar-
ing, gamification and extras, and extended experience. They propose that second screen
applications should contain, either all three features or a very good expanded experience
to be successful. They also point out that expanded experience has received little attention
from academia and industry.
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Another area of improvement would be a framework for second screen applications that
would allow for only one version for all platforms, HTML5 applications is one alternative
to look in to. Although it is widely debated whether HTML5 can replace native applications
[38, 39].

Aspects that has not been covered in this thesis are if second screen content could be pro-
vided through the EPG, Electronic Program Guide, on TVs. Or if it is a possibility to
distribute second screen content with IPTV, Internet Protocol Television.

As for the prototype presented in this thesis I have identified a couple of points for further
work that could be done to it:

• Having the registry service support many different ways of connecting to the mate-
rial it holds. Presenting it all on a website would enable users to easily browse the
material.

• Set-top-boxes and modern game consoles could implement the first screen applica-
tion. This would make the prototype work for more settings of hardware, the user
would not be required to have a so-called smart TV.

• The second screen application could be implemented as a widget, making it easy to
enable and disable the functionality of receiving second screen content automatically.
It could also, when enabled, notify the user when there is second screen content
available. For example, the user is home and when the news airs on TV the user gets
a notification.

• A possible fallback, for users that does not have smart TVs, that is applicable for live
broadcasts on TV is to use a QR code on teletext. The QR code would hold the same
channel information that is sent between the first screen application and the second
screen application.

• In the current implementation all UPnP devices detected are listed in the applications.
This can make the application list computers, home theaters and other devices. This
should be limited only to the ones that are interesting, i.e. devices that implement the
prototype architecture. This could easily be done by naming the UPnP service, and
only search for devices that has a service with that particular name.

• Expanding the registry service to hold more information than just channel information
and a URL.

• Using ACR technology with the first screen application would make it possible to
provide second screen content for recorded and streaming material. I think this com-
bination has great potential, since it could possibly offer second screen content for
any video showing on the first screen.
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